*Parent & Students Please Initial
The dress code is intended as a guideline in assisting all students in developing a Christ- centered
attitude toward their outer appearance and a maturing view toward the appropriateness of certain
attire for certain occasions. It is not intended to be an exhaustive listing of acceptable and
unacceptable attire. Rather, the dress code is an outgrowth of our experience in maintaining an
atmosphere consistent with the instructional goals of CYIA Training. It is not meant to take the
place of parental rules, which may be more restrictive in this document. Nor is it meant to relieve
the student of the opportunity to grow in personal responsibility for his or her own appearance.
We need parental assistance to maintain modest dress at CYIA Training and during the summer.
Please read and address these standards with your child. Thank you for helping in this matter.
_______Dress Code: Since we are working with a variety of people from various religious
convictions, it is important that we not offend in our dress and, at the same time, that we honor
God with our dress. This means we are expecting conservative dress - for some of you, that may
mean more conservative attire than you are used to wearing. If you have any doubts about a
clothing item, don't bring it. All students and staff must present themselves, both in dress and
physical features, in a manner consistent with their birth gender.
_______Code for training week: You may wear shorts, although they must be of the longer
variety (3" above the knee when kneeling)! Guys, please wear pants that t snugly around your
waist. No sagging.
_______ The following are not allowed: short shorts, tank tops, sleeveless shirts, tight T-shirts,
spaghetti straps, belly shirts, immodest necklines, or armholes (2" below collar bone + 2" below
armpit for armholes), T-shirts designs that re ect anti-Christian values (i.e., occult, vulgar
language, etc.). Nothing tattered or torn and no low-rise skirts or pants. Hair should be kept clean
neat. Leggings are allowed under the skirt or dress (3" above the knee). Leggings can be worn
with a top that extends to the tip of the ngers while hands are at your sides. Holes in jeans
cannot be above the knees and no low-rise skirts or pants. Tears or rips higher than 2” above the
knee must be worn with a layer of fabric underneath so that no skin shows.
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CYIA TRAINING RULES

_______ Guys & Gals: No excessive body piercing. No excessive tattoos. Keep your appearance
neat and clean. No piercings beyond ears & nose and only small studs in the nose.
_______ Electronics: Cell phones will be silenced and placed in a drop box during class. Phones
will be collected after class. There will be a speci ed time daily for contacting parents/guardians.
*Parents: It's important that you communicate with your child(ren) directly, provide a Christcentered paradigm for smartphone use, and set sensible boundaries. Teach them to pick up their
phones for a purpose, not just because they're bored. CYIA Training is to focus on learning to
share the Gospel with kids. There will be downtime where they will be able to use their phones.
However, we encourage students to engage with others during these times.
CYIA Training is a week to pull away from distractions and focus on preparing for ministry.
_______ Done in bathrooms by 10:50 p.m., Lights out at 11:00 p.m. No crises after 10:00 p.m.
_______ Stay in assigned sleeping rooms until 7:00 a.m. Roaming out of sleeping rooms without
an appropriate excuse will result in a phone call to parents.
_______ No student is to change their assigned room number at check-in without explicit
permission from CYIA Staff. (In the event of an emergency we need to know where students are
located). If you would like to be in the same room as a friend, please notify your director.
No one leaves the buildings at night except for emergencies. Doors are on a night timer and
automatically lock after lights out. In an emergency, a staff must accompany anyone leaving the
dorm.
The dorm leaders will report excessive noise after lights out (talking, rowdy behavior, etc.) to the
nighttime staff.
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_______ Students are not to invade the personal space of other students. A reasonable separation
rule will apply at all times. Students will adhere to the guidance of any staff member regarding
this rule.
_______ Boyfriend/girlfriend relationships are not allowed throughout the CYIA Training. This
includes the entire summer working relationship.
_______Do NOT bring food or drink in the dorms and do NOT bring personal food from home.
_______ All students must obtain permission from one of the directors before leaving the
boundaries or going beyond the established limits.
_______ There is zero tolerance on pranks at CYIA training.
_______ I understand and agree to the Biblical Sexuality Policy as discussed with my local
director or another staff member.

*By initialing & signing, you acknowledge you have read & are agreeing to all the above
CYIA Signature: _______________________________________ Date:_______________
Parent/Guardian Signature: ______________________________ Date:______________
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